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I would appreciate your help in sending three documents, which are cited by the emwims org web page as sources of DOE forecast information for 
future shipments (these documents were previously provided to Florida International University Applied Research Center).

They are: 

RPP-RPT-61653, Rev 1.  This report contains information regarding contact handled MLLW debris from TSCR operations such as process filters, delay 
tank, process enclosure, and other miscellaneous secondary wastes from tank side cesium removal.

CCN-305384, "Waste Estimate for the Effluent Management Facility During the DFLAW Configuration."  This report contains information used as a basis 
for estimating organic, non-debris liquid wastes from the WTP Effluent Management Facility.

CCN-305385, "Waste Estimate for the Effluent Management Facility During the DFLAW Configuration."  This report contains information used as a basis 
for estimating Low Level, Miscellaneous Soft Debris from the WTP Effluent Management Facility.

I would appreciate having electronic copies (no paper).

Sincerely,
Julie Reddick

Optional Information
 
Type of Requester:

Select a description of yourself and the
purpose of the request to help
determine your category for assessing
fees:

An individual seeking information for personal use and not for commercial use.

Affiliated with an educational or noncommercial scientific institution, and this request is made for scholarly
or scientific purpose and not for commercial use.
Affiliated with a private corporation and seeking information for the use in the company's business.

A representative of the news media affiliated with  and this request is made part
of news gathering and not for a commercial use. 

 Newspaper
 Magazine
 Television Station
 Other: Please enter description (1000 chars max.)

 

 

Fees and Fee Waivers
Your request must include a statement that (1) you agree to pay any fees that may be incurred to process the request; (2) stipulates an amount you are
willing to pay; or (3) requests a specific waiver or reduction of fees.
 
Cost Information: I agree to pay all applicable fees.

I agree to pay up to a specified amount for fees. 
Enter amount 10 00

I request a waiver or reduction of fees.
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an urgency to inform the public concerning actual or alleged Federal Government activity exists (this option
available ONLY for requesters primarily engaged in disseminating information).

Please provide your specific justification for expedited processing:




